KEVIN MULLIGAN
Seeing As and Assimilative Perception•
our habitual cxcn:i5c of dispositions aiiCI habits or which we haw merely practical experience
is one thing. it is 1 Wl)' different thing to haw won scicntirte: insight in to these ... 1bnt there
is 1 fundamental difference between ..thinking a concept« a nd •giving an explicit account or
tbi& concept« is aa old trutb. When Auguslille says or the concept or time that he knows weU
Mlat time is 1111til he is asked - it is this aCoremeatioacd difference that is at the basis of what
he says. Thus iD the strict sense of the word, there is nor/ring to discover in (dcsc:riptiw)
p5Y':hoJo&y but only tM apos;tilm Gnd unjilrling (dtukgen, entfalten) or what occurs in our
psyc:he '" (0. F1111kc, Snulien ZMT Geschichlt dtr SprachphilosDphit, Bern, 1927, 117)

§ 1 Aba Experiences
Most of us - even if we have read no Austro-Gcrman philosophy of mind - are
familiar with experiences such as the following.
(1) Hauscomesacross a series of marks and sees that the marks to his left be
long together. Then he sees that actually all the marks have one of either
two sizes aod that the set of smaller marks form a circle in the centre of
his visual field.
Hans comes across a series'of marks or lines aod then realizes that these
(2)
are words, but words to which he can attach no meaning.
(3) Haus comes across another set of marks aod sees that they form a picture
although he does not know what they (are supposed to) represent.
(4) It occurs to Hans that the word be is using with one meaning also has a
quite different me aning (perhaps because the person be is talking to is
bent on improving his vocabulary, or has made a pun - or both).
(S) Haus'scontemplationofapictureofbisgreat-grandmother gives way to his
realization that what he is looking at is in fact a picture of her mother.
(6) Haus � learnt how to write Polish notatiQn (or begriffsschriftlich) but
can only translate very simple sentences, then he sees bow go on - tbat he
c:an

(7)
(8)
(9)

go on - to represent morecomplicated sentences.

two objects aod then notes a similarity between tbem.
Hans observes an indistinct shape in the distance and then sees that it is a
London beggar.
Hans realizes that the figure moving towards him is that of a woman not
that of a man.
Hans sees

(10) Hans realizes that the expression on the face of Sam is one of amusement
not one of pain. (For another list see Budd 1987, 2)
/kmliUID Sllldien 1

(1988), 129-152
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Let us now look at some descriptions of these cases of switch of aspects.
Benussi (1914) and Witasek (1910, eh. IV) give a number of examples

of Ge
ambiguity like (1). Benussi describes cases where one herrmssielrt different
Gestalten whilst looking at carpet patterns and similar figures. He sharply dis
tinguishes between such cases and simple seeiogs of a coloured patch. In cases
ofthe former kind we notice what Wittgenstein caUs»differeot aspects of organ
isation« (PI 208; LW § 530). Husserl refers to the phenomenon of aspect
change .in a recently published manuscript of 1893. When the transition from
what, following Brentano, be calls inauthcotic (wreigentliclre) to authentic (ei
gentliclle) understanding occurs too quickly to be observed this phenomenon is
best described, be notes, as an »AujleucJrten« or »Aujblitzen« of understanding.
stalt

(Husserl 1979, 299; unfortunately the passage in which Husserl goes on to
discuss this phenomenon has not been preserved)
Husserl describes a variant on

(2):

Let llli for example think (of the aiSC where) certain figures or arabesques have bad a purely
aesthetic: effec:t on us, and then suddenly the understanding dawns on us that what we arc
dealing with arc symbols or words. Let us then keep the new situation in mind before it is
brougbt with the help of words and thoughts to explicit logical awareness, something that can
often only occur after a shorl space of lime; thus not even a linguistic judgement (Wonuneil)
such as ..a sign!•, »a symbolla will have occurred. (Hussert 1979, liS, d. 288; d. LU I, § 18, §
22; LU V,§ 14)

A case related to

(2) and (4)

is described by Wittgensteio: a word loses its mean

ing and is heard as a mere sound after being repeated ten times (PI ii, 214).
Husserl's elegant account of what hap pens in (2) and (3) (LU V, § 14, § 27) is
not available to Wittgensteio since Husserl takes seriously both the uniformity
of mental modes and linguistic forces and the task of describing their interrela

tions.

In order to understand Husserl's account consider a case intermediate be
tween (3) and (5):
(3')

Hans comes across a set of

they are a
What

state

or

picture of his mother.
is the relation between

·

then sees that

Hans' initial purely perceptual state and his

Husserl's view Haos' new mental state is a
In the first case he takes a complex material ob

pictorial awareness? On

modification of his fust state.

incomprehensible marks and

ject to be actual, to be present (actuality here is not to be confused with the
concept or existence as this is captured by the quantifiers); in his state of pictor
ial awareness it is as though an object were present. The relation of modification

between modes is reflected in the relation of lexical modification between the
noun phrases and verbs used to describe the two cases: »presence« and » pretend
ed presence«, ,•see« and »imagine-seeing«.1
Although the switch

described in (3') is primarily a transition from one mental

mode to another, other changes are of course also involved: the conte11t of Hans'
mental stale changes quite considerably. But we can imagine cases where a change
of mode is accom panied by little or no change

in content:
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(3")

Hans thinks he secs Butor in the distance and then realises that what he

is looking at is a life-like statue of the same.

Wherever a switch involves no change of mode but only a further specification

of content then we have a case in which more detail is noticed.

In (8)

it is not

attitude which changes, he is in a state of perce ptual awareness before
and after the switch, but the content of his state. We must now note a further

Hans'

peculiarity of (3'): in some sense of the verb »see« Hans secs the mar ks before
and after the switch described in this example. We shall return to the question

of the nature of this continuity later.
We are now in a position to understand Husserl's description of (3). Hans
here undergoes a switch of modes and of content. From a perceptual content in
which a series of marks is given to him he passes to a state of pictorial aware
ness the content of which is quite empty. He knows only that what he is pictor

ially aware of is a picture of something. Similarly in (2) Hans passes from a

purely perceptual

state to an act of meaning or understanding, the content of

which is almost bare. Husserl, however, nowhere considers in dctai� the differ

(2) and his two paradigm cases of
a to imagining a and the switch from judg

ence between the modification involved in

modification: the switch from seeing

ingp to assuming or supposingp.
Wittgcnstein, of course, rejects any account of this sort, presumably because
he is scept i cal about the uniformity of forces (cf. PI, §§ 22-24) and of modes or

altitudes and about the univocity of the corresponding concepts. Thus he writes
about cases

like (3), (3')

and

(5):

What does it mean to understand a picture, a drawing'! Here too there is understanding and
failure to understand. And here too these expressions may mean various kinds of thing. A
picture is perhaps a stiU-Iife; but I don't understand one part of it: I cannot see solid objects
then:, but only patches of colour on the canvas.- Or I see everything as solid but then: an:
objects that I am not acquainted with (they look like implements, but I don't know their
use).· Perhaps, howev�:r, I am acquainted with the objects, but in another �nse do not under

stand the way they are arranged. (P I § 526; cf.
,

And about cases like

Pill, xi, 210)

(2):

Again, our eye passes over printed lines differently from the way it passes over arbitrary pot·
hooks and flourishes But what in all this is e.o;sential to reading as such? Not any one fea·
tun: that occurs in all cases of reading. (1'1, § 168)2
. ...

Wittgenstein's point is not so much that there is no episodic mental state involved
in these examples as that these states arc not uniform and that there is there
fore nothing we can say about them in general

(d. PI, § 304).

Nevertheless,

whether we accept the views of Wittgenstcin or those of Husserl as to the uni

(2) and (3) differ quite radically from (4), (5),
in Husscrl's terminology - the former involve changes of

formity of modes, it is clear that
and

(7 -10)

because

-

mode or act-quality rather than changes of content.
In his account of assimilative perception Linke describes switches of aspect
like that involved in (3') with the help of the verb ansellen, which can be inade
quately rendered as »seeing something

in/an

something else<<. Thus
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I

sec on

a sheet of paper a holf-circ:le and within it a point and IWO straight lines; suddenly

perhaps as a result of acciden t ally turning the

turned into half or a happily grinning human

•

thological moment •iD• the totality of points and lines. 7'M same indn-idual something

tcnnined as identical

•

shee t I sec the purc:ly geometrical formation
race: quite dearly ..a see• this undoubted psy·

for the pcrc:eiving subject by its persistence at the same place

•

•

de·

appears

now as endowed with merely geometrical propcnies, now as endowed in add it ion with othe r
propcnies. (Linkc

1929, 268)

»Appears«, he notes, means ,,is seen as«. (Wiugcnstcin uses the verb a11sellell
in a slightly different sense at RPP I,§ 97 1).
Wittgenstein's descriptions of cases like (6) arc well-known (cf. PI, §§ 151-6,
§ 183). Within the mentalist framework of descriptive psychology the phenom·
enon seems farst to have been described by Karl Biihler. In the paper in which
tbe term »Aha-Erlebnis« is introduced into tbe literature Biihler describes the
»tYPical cases« like (6) as experiences that contain
not only knowledge as to how lhi& individual task is to be solved bul knowledge as to bow in

general tasks of this son arc: to be solved; it is an unmistakeable rule for providing a solution.
... What is an awa rc:ness or rules (Regelbewuptsein)? A thought in which something that from a
logical point of view we call a rule dawns on us. But this is not an unambiguous description. 1
can also simply rc:rer to (meinen) to a rule as I can to any other object. Awarc:ncsss or rules is
not this thinking or a rule (an eine Rrgel dei!Un) but rather thinking a rule or thinking in a
rule (dei!Un einer Regel odu in einer Regel). The object or rule-awaren� is not the rule but
the state or affaiiS or objcc:t� it rc:fers to, is applicable to, from which it is perhaps derived.
(Diihler 1907, 335, 339; cl. Radakovic: 1906)

One important type of rule awareness, according to Wiugenstein (RPP I, § 975)
and Biihler, ill provided by thinking with functions:
The most beautiful and clearest cases or rule-awarc:ncss arc: it seems to me, (our) thinking or
mathematical functions. One can for example think clearly and confidently ol decrease as the
square: or distance without determining the positions between w h ich the distance lies or what
it is that dccn:ascs; it is t he function itself that one thinks and that one has dearly in mind,
whilst lhal Of Which the function is 8 functiOn (das M'Oran sU startjindn), can be deprived of
all content e.��cepc for an indclcrminate something that is just thought ( along with the rune
cion( as a rc:lat ional poinl· or empty representative of the rc:lacion's content. (Biihlcr 1907,

34()..341)

»Thinking of mathematical functions«, as Biihlcr's own explanations of
»rule-awareness« above indicate, means »thinking in which mathematical func
tions arc employed«. Wittgcnstein, too, notes the importance of the distinction
between thinking of, say, the derivation of a se ries from its algebraic formula
and awareness how to go on, thinking through an application. (PI, § 146ff)
Immediately after discussing the case where I exclaim that I now know how to
go on (PI, § 183, which refers back to§ 151) Wittgenstcin int roduces the case of
tbe sudden grasp of a melody: »I want to remember a tune and it escapes me;
suddenly I say »Now I know itl«« (PI, § 184). Within th e tradition of descriptive
psychology a melody is regarded as the paradigm example of a Gestalt quality.
And it is phenomena of this sort that provide us with yet another m aj or species
of rule-awareness:
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Another domain

in which rule-awareness occ11rs seems to be that or »Gcstall qualities«.

When I look at the complex of lines in a complicated mathematical figure ami find initially

that I can make nothing of them, and it then s�&ddenly >>dawns on mea (aufg�!lrl) what they in
volve, what is it that has »dawned« on me? Obviouly, the sense of the figure; and this sense
is in aD cases something that involves thoughts, in many it is nothing other than the ir Jaw.
One need not thin k immediately of an exact law tha t completely yields the figure, ortc:n one
has only a a part of this law or a rougll rule for constructing the figure, buc - and chis is che
only point that interests us here -it dawns on 115 in an awareness of a rule that then produces
thllt peculiar illumination or the sens ible representation (Bifd) on account of which one
speaks of the dawning (of a light). Something similar occurs when I s�&ddcnly »undcr.;tand«
the construction of a machine or the plan of a building. (Diihler 1907, 341; on such Bilder cr.

PI,§

141)3

Wittgenstein�s remark at PI, § 539, like his famous discussion of the duck-rabbit
example, considers a transition that resembles (5): »I see a picture which repre
sents a smiling face. What do I do if I take the smile now as a kind one, now as
malicious?«

Here and in the duck-rabbit case he discusses the problems presented by the
role of concepts in perception by concentrating on the simplified case of per
c ep tion of pictures and of what

they represent (without ever going into the na
ture of the distinction between perception of material objects and pictorial aware

ness).
Of experiences in which I

imagine a transition like (10) Wittgcnstcin writes:
I say: •I can think of this face (which gives an impression of timidity) as courageou tooa ... I
am speaking ... rather or an aspect of the face itself. {I do not ) mean tha t I can imagine that
this man's face

migh t change

so

that, in the ordinary sense, it looked courageous; though I

may very well mean that there is a quite definite wuy in which

it can cha n ge into a couragcou
face. The reinterpretation of a facial expression can be compared to the reinterpretation of a
chord in m uic, when we hear it as a modulation first into this, then into that key. (PI,§ 536)

There are a number of different ways of classifying the cases described under
(1-10).
One difference between (1) and all the other cases is that in the former case
we have what Wiugenstein calls »purely optical« aspects whereas all the o t he r
cases involve - in different ways - conceptual aspects (RPP I, § 970; RPP 11,
§ 509; PI 11, xi, 208; Linke 1929, § 96). Now of course we can only make sense of
the latter half of this distinction if we accept the t hesis of Husserl - I hat Moore
and many others did not accept - that what we normally sec are events and ob
jects and not sense-data. »I do not see colour-sensations but coloured things, I
do not hear tone-sensations but the singer's song« (LI V,§ 11); »I hear the adagio
of the violin, the twittering of the birds ... I sec a thing, this box, but 1 d o not sec
my sensations.« (LI V, § 14; cf. Husserl1979, 102)
Another important distinction, due to Benussi, is between »Gcstaltmehrdcu
tigkeit« and »Aufmerksamkcitsmehrdcutigkcit«, b etween ambiguity of Gestalt
and of what is noticed (Bcnussi 1914, 398). The sim ple st sort of purely optical
ambiguity, according to Benussi, is provided by figures the foreground and
background of which occupy the attention equally. In such a case we have Gc-
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stall ambiguity, in all other cases (optical and conceptual, we might add) there
is ambiguity of what is noticed.
Wittgcnstein introduces his discussion of aspects in Pill, xi with a »categori aJ
distinction« between two objects of sight. In the fust case I re ply to the questi on
»What do you see there« with »I see this« accompanied by a drawing, copy or
description. In the second case I reply »I see a likeness between [in) these two
faces«. W ittge nst ein' s description of the fust case, which may involve a dcscrip·
tion, implies that it may or may not involve the exercise of concepts. He stresses
that the second case involves noticing, noticing an aspect. The claim that seeing
as essentially involves a change in what is noticed applies fust and foremost to
those cases that involve what we have called a specification of the content of
what is seen rather than cases such as (2) and (3).•
Wittgenstein's fust case corresponds to what Husserl in the fifth Investigation
calls »nominal perception« and what is often called »simple seeing«. Its main
linguistic expression is given by the schema »a secs b«. Seeing as seems to be a
special case of what Husserl calls »perception of states of affairs« or, as it is

described today, »epistemic perception«, the form of which is »O
that p«. If we want to leave open the question of the relation between see
ing as and epistemic seeing, we might introduce a third basic structure for per
ceptual verbs: »a sees b as an n« - where the third argument of the verb is a
common noun - or: »a sees the F-oess of b«, or: »a sees the F aspect of b«.
It is important not to confuse the distinction between what is and what is not
noticed and the distinction between seeing or noticing som ething in one way
(So-Beaclltetr) and then noticing it in a different way (Anders-Beacllte11; Koffka
1922, 384).
sometimes

sees

§ 2 Exclamations, Episodic Koowledbe
r and Secondary Meaning
I turn now to two traits. common to all Aba experiences: exclamations and the
episodic knowledge t hey express.
Both Wittgenstein and Buhler stress that Aba experiences involve (the ex
pression of) knowledge: »Now I know it!« (PI, § 151, § 184). Biihler �Is my
sudden knowledge as to how a task is to be solved a »knowledge a bo ut« (Wrsse11
wn ) since it is to be sharply distinguished from dispositional knowledge; »WIS
sen wn• is »actual knowledge• (Biihler 1907, § 6). Similarly Wittgeosteio distin
guishes at PI, § 149 between a »slate of consciousness• (BewujJtseitiSZIIStand)
and a disposition in order to remove the perplexity expressed by the question
»But what does this knowledge- the knowledge of one who says »Now I know!«

-consist in? cc

Let me ask: When do you know that application? Always? day and night? or only when you
arc mctually thinking or the rule (Ge.sea der Reihe, law or the series)? do you know it, that is,
in the same way as you know the alphabet and the multiplication table? (PI, § 148)

l.i.J

or course, the distinction between a psychological state and the disposition to
be in such state was not, for the descriptive psychologists, merely a grammatical

distinction.5

The characteristic expression of the experience of seeing as is an exclamation.

Husser� in the passage already quoted, describes the expressi on of a case like
(2) in terms of the production of a one-word judgement which is an exclama

tion: »a sign!«, »a symbol!«. Biihler stre sses in his Spraclltlteorie the link be
tween the experience or a change of aspect and its expression in tbe form of an
interjection in the course of a description of the logic of the term be had coined
in 1907 for this »specific experience that is well-known to everyo ne « (1934,311)

•Aha-Erlebnis«.

AhiJ ia die course of speech is,

OD

the traditional view, not a nominal eX))rcssion but a par

ticle of intimation, an inteljcctioa; but when it is combined with the nominal express ion
»CXpCrienc:cu

Its function takens

on a somewhat different character. Grammatically speaking

it becomes die substitute for an attribute and psychologically speaking tbe composite exprcs

sioa •Aha<xpcrienccu n:quircs of die speaker »You should think of that state .of mind in
which you normally produce lbe inteljcctioa ltllha«. (Diihler 1934, 311; cf. Diihler 1930, 20)

The use of words to intimate or express (kundgeben, ausdrUcken or iiussem) was

frequently distinguished within descriptive psychology from their use as a means

of representing slates of affairs (Marty 1884, 299fT; Husserl

§§ 3-4, § 7). An assertion that Sam is happy names Sam

of

affairs

but it

intimates

or expresses

the

Lll; M einong 1977,

and represents a st ate

speaker's reference

to Sam

and his

belief that Sam is happy. This distinction is a distinction that can be made with

most lioguistic episodes and forms one of the starting p oints for
Biihler's account of linguistic functions. If we follow Meinong we may say that
the use of •Sam« in our assertion means Sam, that he is the meaning (Bedeu
tung) of the meaningful use of this word, and expresses a thought or presenta

respect to

tion of Sam. If, now, we turn our attention to the class of linguistic episodes that
particularly interests us here, inteljections and expressions of psychological
states, then, Meinong suggests, we must distinguish between »primary mean

ings« of the sort just described, and »secondary meanings« (sekundiire Bedeu 
tung). Meinoug's example is of someone who complains of pain. He might, for
example, say •I have a really terrible pain in my hand!« making a suitable gri
mace. In such a case we have a secondaty expression (utterance) and a seco11dary
meaning, »that the speaker is really in pain«, as Meinong puts it (19'n, § 4).
What is expressed and what is meant coincide. Like Wittgenstcin, Meinong sug
gests that in such a rust person case there is no such thing as my idea of my
pain, my belief that I am in pain (which would be expressible in the primary
sense) and hence no primary meaning, only the secondary expression or index
of the secondary meaning of my exclamation, my pain. (Needless to say Mei
nong also devel ops a positi ve account of one's grasp (Eifrusen)- as opposed to
a presentation- of pain which is very un-Wittgensteinian; Husserl contents him
self with the claim that in the case of my pain the re is no distinction to be made
between the content and the object of my mental state, from whicb it follows on
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his premisses that there
§ 15(b)).

can

be no private ostension of this
.

pain

(cf. Ll

V,

WiUgenstein makes use of the notion of an AujJenmg not only in his account
as »I have a terrible pain in my band« but also in his account
of rust-person sentences containing »seeing as«. Such a sentence is a »charac
teristic ullerance of the experience« (RPP I, § 13). And an exclamation (Ausmf)
is an expression (Ausdruck) in a different sense than a report (Me/dung). »It is
forced from us.- It is related to the experience as a cry is to pain«. (Pill, xi,197)
Wittgenstein's distinction between primary and secondary meanings is introduced at PI I, § 531.
of sentences such

We speak. of under&tanding a sen te nce in the SCJJSC in which it can be replaced by anothe r
which says the same; but also in the sense in which it cannot be replaced by any other. (Any
more than one musical theme can be replaced by another.)

In the one case the thought in the sentence is something common to different sentences; in
the other, something that is expi'C$$Cd only by these words in these positions. (Understanding

a

poem.)

We have therefore two different uses of »understanding« (PI I,§ 532), of »mean
ing« and of »expression« (PI I, § 533). For the concepts used to express changes
of aspect do not express these in the same variable way as the concepts used in
a report express the opinio n of the speaker. One of the many similarities be
tween experiencing a meaning and switches of visual aspect is that in each case
the corresponding expression and meaning are secondary not primary."
Wittgenstein develops the distinction between the ••primary« and the »secon
dary meaning« meaning (Bedeutu11g) of a word in the context of his discussion
of a determinate class of experiences of meaning (PI 11, xi, 216). Two of his ex
amples are: »I feel as if the name ,Schubcrt' fitted Schubert's works and his
face« (Pill, xi, 215) and the claim that »Wednesday is fat« and »Tuesday thin
..

(Pill, xi, 216).

A much more convincing example from Morgenstern, discussed by Kohlcr, is
the grasp of
Die M0wen sehen alle aus, als ob sic Emma hieBen.
seagulls look as lhough th e ir name wen: Emma.

All

These peculiar experiences of meaning involve secondary meanings of which
Wittgenstein says that they are not metaphorical, because I cannot express them
except by using the concepts »thincc etc., and that they presuppose primary mean
ings. A secondary meaning presupposes a primary meaning not in the sense that
it depends on it locally, that the one cannot occur without the other, but in the
sense that a mastery of the concepts it contains depends globally on a mastery
of their use in sentences with a primary meaning.
Wittgenstein describes the phenomenon of familiarity as foUows:
The ramiliar physiognomy of a word, the re el ing that it has taken up its

meaning into itself,
that it is an actual likeness of its meaning then: could be h uman beinp to whom all this was
alien. (Tbcy would not have an attachment to the i r words.) And how are these feelinp mani·
rested among us? By the way we choose and value words. (Pill, xi, 218)
•

-
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Husscrl's desc ription of what he calls » the awareness of familiarity
(Veltroutheit]« of a word, awakened » either by its syntactic form or by its form
and conte nt (Woltgehalt]« (Husserl1979, 291-2) is to be found in a recently pub
lished manuscript:
I have the definite imprasion (ganz thn Eindtuck) as though the word were spread across the
named object according to iu different intended (meant) aspecu [Momente, i.e. individual
properties) in the manner of a quality and were rused with these aspec1s - just as a tactile
qualily seems to cover a visual object by appearing to rU5C with ccr1ain visual aspects (bright

ness, unevenness). (Husser11979, 286)

In such cases there is, he says, no awar eness of representation; they arc, we
might say, intransitive cases. (But cf. Husserl 1979, 454) This impression of fam
iliarity (Bekanntschaftsqualitiit) is due, Husserl claims, to the actualisation of
dispositions which may also fail to be actualised. Using Husserl's voca bulary of
dispositions we may say that actu alisations of the disposition to feel at home in
language, displays of SprochgefaiJI, pres uppose aclualisations of the disposition
to use language correctly and that to lack the former is to suffer from meaning
blindness.
It is in the context of his discussion of two different senses of understanding which corrcpood to the two different senses of expression and meaning that we
have just described - that Wittgcnstein repeats the well-known analogy between
understanding a sentence and understanding a melody. (PI, § 527)
Hearing a word in a par1icular sense
-·

Phrased like lhis, emphasised like this, heard in this way, this sentence is the first or a series in
which a transition is made tolhese sentences, pictu res, actions. (PI,§ 534)

One difference between sentences and melodies is pointed out by Husserl:
When the melody comes to an end the n we have a characteristic boundary, the awareness or
completion. The way the melody ends does not allow me to expect or demand anything new,
as does the period or a sentence. (Husserl 1979, 270).

Wittgcnstein asks: »What happens when we learn to feel the ending of a church
mode as an ending?• (PI, § 535). Husserl's answer is that in the case of unfamil
iar melodies our musical experience allows us to understand what is and what is
not a completed melodic whole . It is similarity that guides us« (Husserl 1979,

271-272).

A terminological ancestor of Wittgenstein's distinction in the lnvestigatiolls
between two senses of »understanding (meaning, expression«) is the distinct i on
between •>transitive• and ,,intransitive« uses of words in tbc 77ze Blue a11d
Brown Books (22, 29, 162, 166). It is in the course of this disc u ss ion that the
connexion between familiarity, feeling at home and secondary meaning is
brought out most fully. Wittgenstein discusses mainly aesthetic and evaluative
examples- »This tune says something• (BB 166). In such a case what I express
and what I mean coincide. (cf. Mein ong 1916,32, 243)
One of the striking features of Aha-cxpcrienccs is the way the recognition of
familiarity - what Wittgenstein and Wertheimcr describe as a »click« or .. Ein-
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scbnappencc- often brings to mind a •Dunstkreis« »corona« or Jamesian »fringe«
meanings, the »Spheres« described by Messer and BuhJer. Like
these two WurwurgDenkpsycllo/ogen Wittgenstein insists- eg. at Pill, vi- t hat no

of associated

such atmospheres and no feeling can constitute the meaning (the primary mean
of a word.7 Meaningful uses of sentences and wo rds, as H usse rl bad in·
sisted in the Logical Investigations, and as Messer and Biihler demons t rated, in
volve no images, se nsat ions or associations . As Bilhler put it, the meaning of a
word cannot be vof8estellt, I have rather »knowledge of« it (WISsen urn; Bilhler
1907, § 6, 363). Reinacb indeed was to go one step further and defend Wittgen
ste in's negative thesis, that m eaning is not a pr ocess or state - unlike delibera·
tion or see ing . Unlike Wittgenstein, Reinach drew the positive conclusion that my
m eaning something with a sentence. and so too my understanding what I say, is a
punctual event!
One can imagine a benighted creature the bulk of whose experiences involve
a slow progression from experiences like (1) to experiences like those described
in (2), followed by experiences like those described in (4) and so on. His experi
ences become increasingly determinate but only as a result of such a jerky pro
gression from surprise to surprise. Closely related to this creature would be some·
one who is only capable of experiencing the transitions described under (1)-(10)
after making an inference f rom what is reported in the ftrst half of each of these
cases to what is reported in the second half. Such creatures would be blind in
every possible way except one: gestaltbli11d {Hofler 1930, § 30, 433), aspektblind
(LWI, § 784; Pill, xi, 214), bedeut1mgrblind { RPP I, § 189), seelenblind (Biihler
uses this notion at Bilhler 1908a, 4 to describe someone who lacks inner pcrcep·
tion,9 blind to expression (PI 11, 210), strukturbli11d (Biihler 1934, 20) and
wutblind (Lotzc Kleine Scluiften). Such a creature would be blind to eve rything
but sensory qualities and even these would come only in small patches, in the
ways described by Katz and Wittgcnstein in their writings on colour. Koffka's
theories, on the other band, according to Biihler, fail to allow that we sec even
sensory qualities. Kol11ca allows only that we see forms, and is thus, says Biihler,
»theorclicaUy stojJbli11d«. (Biihler 1929a, 153)
ing?)

•

§ 3 Sudden and Continuous Seeing as
Aha expe riences would be almost as abnormal as a life in which
all experiences took this form. lt is tempting to think that the normal case is a
mixture of both. But this is not quite right either. Aha experiences bring to the
surface the relations of trust and familiarity that pervade most normal uses of
language. In both Aba experiences and those cases where we express the exist
ence of such relations of familiarity, for example with the help of exclamations,
it is secondary understanding, meaning and expression that is at work. Stevco
Mulhall (1987) has brought o ut the importance of the idea of our familiarity
with language in Wittgcnstcin's account of language: this account is not a vision
A life with out

·
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of what the descriptive psychologists would call a society in which all uses of
language have become automatized; our e xpe ri e nce of familiarity with words is,
rather, a central feature of our language games.
Biibler describes the relation between ordinary experience, linguistic and psy·
cbological, and Aha experiences as follows.
One ought never lose sight of the rac:t that such t ra nsie nt structural insights )Aha cxpcri
enc:u) are normally illlieparably i n t ertwi ned with the completely unintelligible effects or asso
ciation and suggestion, which arc well to the fore in living linguistic: communicat ion, that ef
fect the comprchcllli ion of what is intimated (uttered, expressed) . (Diihler 1929, 136)

This is merely a generalisation of points he had made in 1907 about Aha experi
ences. When one has become aware of these »psychological formations« (psy
chische Gebilde) that are not immediately evident, when one knows bow to ob
serve them »one finds that rule-awareness is extraordinarily frequent amongst
the mental processes (Bewufttsein.n•orgiiiJgell) that precede or accom pany s peech .
(Biibler 1907, 341)
On the way from thought&
(prilswnimn) the sentence

to scntcnc:c5 lie states or consciousness that fom1ally anticipate
or framework of &entenc:c5 (SalZgejiige). We become aware or
grammatital rules themselves when we arc unccnain how to use them or when we or others
arc pilty of breaking them. SpruchgeJUhl anounccs ii&Cif, injured or satisfied, in panic:ular
experiences. We arc aware of all this in many different ways in rule-awareness. (Biihlcr 1907,
34 1 )
Needless to say the syntactic schema to which Biibler here alludes, like their

more recent theoretical counterparts, would have been regarded a.o; items of
mentalist mythology by Wittgenstein.
Where seeing as has attracted phil osophical interest the interest has concen
trated on sudden or dramatic Gestalt switches. Indeed Wittgenstein's own inter·
est in the phenomenon goes back to the Tractatus which (as David Bell has
pointed out to me) is amongst many other things an attempt to bring about a
switch of aspect in the reader and which also contains a brief description of
differen t ways of seeing the Necker cube (Hallett suggests that the position of
this discussion at TLP 5.5423 throws light on the position of the discussion of
aspect seeing in the second half of the Investigatio11s) . And it is of cou rse argu
able that the ideal reader of the Investigations is one who regularly experiences
a jolt on coming to appreciate Wittgenstein's subt le variations on his examples.
Contemporary interest in the phenomenon is often linked to its r ol e in ex
plaining the dramatic emergence of theory-laden seeing.10
In spite of the �trinsie interest of the phenomenon of sudden aspect switches

neither Wittgenstein nor his predecessors were interested in the phenomenon
merely for its own sake. Their aim was, first, to understand wh a t Wittgenstein
calls »continuous aspect seeing«, (PI 11, xi, 194, 201), and Meinong and Linkc
•assimilative

perception«.11 The discussions

of Gestalt ambiguity by Benussi

and Witasek were undertaken in order to understand Gestalt perception. And,
secon dly, their aim was to understand the relation b etween, on the o n e band,
percept u al switches and continuous seeing, and on the other hand, related non·
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pe rcept u al phenomena. One of Wittgeostein's reasons for st udying non-continu
ous seeing as was its close relation to the idea of experiencing t he meaning of a
word . Both belong to a wide ranging group of similar psychological p hen o m e na
(RPP I, § 358) Some indication of the variety of phenom e na WiUgcnstein had
in mind is given by the Brown Book. For Biihler, too, it is the simila rity between
.

such

experien ces and noticing aspects that is

important For in t hese cases ex
.



perience and t ho ught combine in ways that show up traditional co n ce p t io ns of
the sensory and the inteUectual as oversimplified. We have looked in some de·
tail at what is peculiar to sudden swit ches of aspec t Let us now look at both
s udden and co n tinuous aspect p e r cep t i on paying especial a t tent i o n to the ques
.

t io n of the ir

relation

to one

another.

The accounts of continuous and non-continuous seeing given by Linkc and

Wittgenstein faU in the middle of a t heo retical continuum. At one extreme we
have the theo ries of the Berlin Gestalt psychologists - Wertheimer, Kohler and
Koffka - and at the other extreme the early theories of M e in ong and his pupils.

The common proble m they address themselves to is t he nature of as pe ct switches,
the n at ure of the transformation (VeiWandlung, Linke 1929, 266) , of t h e new
ph enom en on that occurs in seeing as:
When the switc:h D«Urs in the c:asc: or a new figure there really arises; a nrw phenomenon.
One (eels this very clearly in the surprise one upcriencc:s even when one has previously ex
ac:tly ronsidered just how the new phenomenon is likely to look. (Koflka 1922 , 384)

The Berlin solution is that we have to do here with a sensory ch a nge, the G raz
solution is that we have he re an inte Uec t ual change. Linke and Wittgenstein
suggest that the change involved is in some respects a sensory change and in
ot h e rs an intellectual change.
Kobler's view is that
in most visual fields the rontents or particular areas ..belong together• as circ:umscribcd units
from which their 5urroundinp an: esc:ludeda; this ozpnisation of the vis ua l field is a »sen
wry fac:t«. (GP 1947, 137)

Sensory unil5 have acquirtd names, have bcrome ric:hly 5)111bolic:, and arc now to have c:c:rtain
prac:tic:al uses, while nc:vcnhelcss they have existed as unil5 before any of t hese fu rther rac:ts
were added. Gestalt psychology claims that it is precisely the original segregat ion or circum
sc:ribcd wholcs whic:b makes it poss i ble for the sensory world to appear so utterly imbued
with meaning to the adult; for, in i ts gra dual entrance i nto the scnwry field, meaning follows
the lines drawn by natural organization; it usually enters into segregated whales. (GP eh. V,
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Kobler's position is an extre m e one. At the other extrem e we find the position
o£ Meinong, Wit asek and Benussi. On their view the difference between simple
perception an d Gestalt percep tion is precisely that Gestalten, and hence the
passage fr om observing one Gestalt to noticing a seco n d one, correspond to no
sensory stimuli an d are therefore not sensory phenomena. They therefore argu e d
that Gestalten arc higher order objects, produced by unconscious mental activ
ity. The Berlin view that aspect switches, in particular changes in aspects of
o rganisa t i on, are sensory changes is explicitly rejected by both Wittgenstein and
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Linkc. And the Austrian identification of aspect switches with intcUectual changes
is subtly modified by Unkc to yield an account that is very close to that given by
Wittgenstcin.13
For Benussi the mere fact that nothing changes in t he object I am looking at
when I notice a change in its aspects of organisation, that there arc n o corre
sponding changes of stimuli as there arc for t he colours and shapes of the ob
ject, rules out the possibili ty of any sensory change. In the case of Gestalt ambi
guity •the totality of what makes itself felt internally by m e ans of the eye does
not univocaUy detcrmine...the obj ects which are grasped«. (Benussi 1914, 399)
Wittgcnstein argues in a similar way (LW, § 503) that organisation is not on
the same level as colours and shapes, nor a fortiori are the �peels involved in
conceptual aspect seeings.

colour of. the visual impi'C5Sion corresponds to the colour of the object (this blouing pa·
per looks pink to me and is pink)- the shape or the visual impressi on to the shape of the ob·
jcct (it looks rectangular to me, and is rec:tangular)-but what I perteive in the dawning of an
aspect is not a property or the objcc:t, but an int e rnal relation be twee n it and other objects.
The

(Pi ll, xi, 2 12)

Think or the expression •I /ward a plaintM: melody•! And now the question is: .. ooes he

/wilT the plaint?• (LW, § 742; d. Pi ll, xi, 209)

(merely) senses it• - where does that get us? One
ca nnot mention a sense-organ for this ..scnsationu. (LW, § 743)

And if I reply: •No, be doesn't hear it; he

Unke puts it, we can distinguish between the red exp eri en ce and the quality
there is no such thing as a mountain experience in this sense of
•experience«. (Linke 1929, 290-291)
On Linke's account seeing as involves Vorstellunge11 . (I shall continue to use
the German term h ere, since • im age « is grossly misleading in aU t hos e cases
where the word is inte nded to capture a cognitive eveat.) Wittgenslein makes a
related point at PI 11, xi, 213 where he says the concept of seeing is aki11 to t hat
of a Vor.stellung. In a remark that, as Scbultc suggests, may be directed against
the second passage from KOhler just quoted, Wittgenstein writes »It is - con
trary to KOhler - precisely a melllling (Bedeutung) that I see (RPP I, § 869)«. In
his development of ideas of B iih.ler, Brunswik describes how, on the Berlln view,
stimuli stand by themselves •and not as meaning laden indices of olher ob
jectscc.14
The fact that Vor.stellunge11 are not perceptions does not mean that they have
p rivate objects:
As

of redness but

If you put the ,organization' of a visual impression on a level with colours and

proeccding bom the idea

shapes, you

are

of the visual impress ion as an inner object. (PI II, lli,J96; LW, §44 3)

The aspect �ems to belong to the structure of the inner materialisation. (LW, § 482)
tr the aspcc:t is a kind of orpnisation and ir t he organisation can be compared to the charac
teristic:& or shape and colour, then the change of aspc:ct is like a change or apparent colour.
(LW, § 448)
As Unke

puts it, the object of any Vorstellung is not erlebnislaaft, but erleb�ais
an •exemplar of a kind« and obeys the same cs-

fremd (Linke 1929, 291). lt is
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sential laws as any other exemplar of this kind. The telephone that is the object
of my Vorstellwag in an ass imilative perception is the same object that is de

signed by and installed by engineers an d so on. As Wittgenstein p uts it, in the
an aspect what I perceive is not a property of the object but an in

dawning of

ternal relation between i t and other objects. (Pi ll, xi, 212)
A more important group of considerations comes into focus if we ask, with
Bcnuss i, Linkc and Wittgcnstein, whether the Vorstellu1Jge11 involved in noticing
aspects involve interpretation. (Budd 1987, 11 discusses the relation between
interpretation and thinking for Wittgcnstein and criticises his use of the former
concept.) Their answer is negative. As Lioke puts it: If we are to speak of inter
pretation (Deutung) here we m ust immediately add that what is involved is ur
teilsfremde Deutung, interpretation to which all judgement is foreign. I may feel,
be says, that I have to see a certain ordering of points as a triangle. But I do not
judge this to be the case; indeed I may even be convinced that it does not reaUy
have any of the properties of a triangle (Linke 1929/1918, § 109). As W i ttgen
stein puts it:

1r we say »l &ee this figure as an F.. there isn't any verification or ralsification ror that, just
there isn't ror •I sec a luminous red«. (RPP I, § 8; d. RPP 11, § 547)

as

What we have here, in a rudimentary form, is the distinction developed by Hus
serl, Benussi, Hazay and Scheler between the perceptual mode of taking some
thing to be actual and the judgemental mode of taking something to be the case,
and hence the distinction between Tliusdaung (delusion, ill usion) and error. I
may see one of two lines as longer than the other even though I know that they
are the same length (the Brentano-Miiller-Lyer ill usion).u
If seeing as is not any sort of genuine judgement and so resembles fust person
reports about what I see its not being a judgement may be rooted in the fact that
it is subject to the will, a point stressed by Benuss i. Wittgenstein and Linke. ,.The
aspect is subject to the will « (RPP n, § 544) . As Linke points out an aspect may
force itself on me, but it makes sense to try and resist it. 16 As the Brentanists

liked to point out, one cannot get out of what is subject to the will any more
than one puts into it. Vorstellungen alone, like imagination, teach us nothing
about the external world (RPP I, § 899) . They differ then in this respect from
simple, purely sensorial seeing and from judgement which are not subject to the
will.

In the best traditions of descriptive psychology Linke develops a structural
and componential account of the complex experie n ce of seeing as. It involves a
sensory component - simple seeing - and a non·sensory component, a Vorstel
lung. These hang together in two ways. rust, the Vorstellung depends on the
simple, sensory seeing. Willgcnstein mentions a related account:
1'he aspects of the trilmglc: lt is as lhoup an imDgt/FfHntation (VOJStcUUJig) came into
contact with the visual impre&SiOII and remained ill contact with il ror a lime. (Pi ll, xi, 207)

The conc:cpt or an aspect is related to lbe concept or Vontellung. Or: the concept ,I
now as ...' is related to I' now imagine lhol. (Pi ll, xi, 213)

sec

that

l�J
We might explain how something can be sc:en in different ways by 58)ing that the aspect comes
about through different Vontellungen a nd memories superimposed on the optical image. 1'\:at

urally this

explanat ion

interests me not

conccptuaUy (mathematically).

as

an explanatioo but as a logical poss i bility, hence

(RPP I, § lOOS)

two mental states arc part of a non-summativc whole, the state
of assimilative perception. Linke puts the point by saying t hat the experience of
seeing as, although it contains something which is not a see ing, resembles se eing
more than it does imagining. The mode of the stale of seeing as is like the mode
of seeing. The object of this attitude has the character of actuality (another dif
ference between seeing as and judging). Seeing as inherits from its genuine per
ceptual component the character of a perception.
Assimilative pcn:c ptioo is pcn:cption of a whole, which is ooly genuinely pcn:civcd in part: as
far as ha remaining part (i.e. certain moments be longing to it) is concerned, it is me rely imag
ined; but wbat is imagined participates in the immediate suggestion of reality (lVirldichkiu
suggestion) of what is pcrecived in a peculiar way, such that the whole exhibits the same »Sen·
sorilyec compelling character or the genuine pcn:cptiotl. (Linke 1929, 237; cr. �. 262)

Secondly, these

as and simple seeing are both states in which we fmd ou rselves not acts
(RPP 11, § 43). Does this not contradict the claim that Vorste/IU1rge11 are subject
to the will? No, for at least two reasons. A particular way of seeing as will oft e n
force itself on me, as Linke puts it, but I can try and perhaps fail to see differ
ently (d. Budd 1987, 14). Also, a Vontellu11g in an experience of seeing is does
not behave like an isolated Vontel/ung i.e. imagining.
Although Linke"s positive thesis, that se eing as and its object arc structured
Seeing

whales, is foreign to Wittgenstein he does emphasise the correlative negative
thesis: seeing as is not any mere sum or addition of experiences (BB, 168) . And
at PI U, xi, 213 we read
Doesn't it take imaginatiotl to hear somelhin& as a variation on a panicular theme? And yet

one is pcn:civing something in so bearing it. (PI U,

•To me it is

8JI

xi, 213)

animal pierced by an arrow-. That is what I t reat it as; this is my attilude
(Einstellung) to the figure. This is one meaning in calling it a case or »sc:cing«. (1'1 11, u)17

Linke's account of ass imilative perception had been briefly sketched by Mei
nong in 1888. When, for example, differe nt people see one and the same thing
•with different eyes« then, writes Meinong, we should not describe the different
types of assimilation involved as a type of association, what we have is r at he r »a
complex of elements of presentation, which are in part perceptual and in part
imaginative but which as a whole is taken as a complex of sensations, that is of
perceptual presentations«. (Meinong 1969, 147) This thesis was also accepted
by Benussi who frequently pointed out that noticing aspects of organisation in
volves the »sensory freshness and intuitiveness of what is given in genuine sense

perception«. Unfortunately the Grazer oft en combined this claim with the the
ses that the non-sensory object of seeiog as was brought about by an act of un
conscious product i on and that to see is to judge. Linke's merit is to have re
jetted these two claims so bringing out the intermediate position of seeing as
between simple seeing and thinking. (d. RPP 11, 390)
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Linke's account of suddenly seeing a new aspect is presented in the cou rse of
continuous assimilative pe rception . Wittgenstein concentrates
mainly on sudden aspect switches. What is the relation between aspect switches
and continuous seeing of aspects? In the remainder of this paper I should like
to examine the thesis that what I above calle d simple seeing and epistemie seeing
is normally nothing other than continuous seeing of aspects. Continuous seeing of
aspects is what goes on before and after each of the transitions described under
(1) - (10) above. Any such continuous perception, the normal description of
which would e m p loy a perceptual verb and a nominal or prepositional comple
ment, can be described as •I see a as an n«. This does not of course mean that
my perception of e.g. a car can be described as •I see this car as a car« but that
it c:au be described as »I see this as a car«, In ordinary continuous perception
the sensory and non-sensory components of the perceptual state arc p he n o m
enally indistinguishable or fused with one another, they are experienced as dis
tinct but not independent of one another in aspect switches. At least three dif
ferent cases can occur: the case where the second argument of »seeing as« is a
bare deictic expression, the case where the deictie expression is combined with
a description of aD object that employs only spatial and colour t erm s or some
richer description. And fmally the common, slightly more complicated case, where
I say »I saw this as a duck aDd now I see it as a rabbit«. In this case the switch
of the non-sensory aspects makes me aware of the distinction between the sen
sory component and the non-sensory components of what I see.
The thesis that normal perception involves aspects will become a li t tle clearer
if we look at the case where Haos sees that Sam is amused. The accounts given
of such cases by Husserl, Scheler, Biihler (e.g. 1929, 99-104) and Wittgenstein
all rest on accounts of criteria! connexions that complement the accounts of
seeing as already looked at. The central link between Austrian accounts of con
tinuous seeing as and accounts of criteria is that perception of the criteria for x
aDd awareness of x are indistinguishable features of a unified meotal state.18
To sec that Sam is amused is one experience, but a complex experience and
the object or state of affairs seen has a corresponding complexity. Wittgenstcin
points out that when we see som eone who has fallen into a fue and cries out we
do not distinguish between his pain and his behaviour (NPESD). As Husserl
puts it: »Common speech credits us with perceptions even of other people's in
ner experiences; we ,see' their anger, their pain etc. Such talk is quite correct as
long as, e.g., we allow outward bodily things Ukewise to count as perceived«. (U
I, § 1) The unity of what is seen in such cases is positively described in terms of
a metaphor, HaDS sees Sam's amusement, his amusement aspect through his
(sensory) perception of Sam (Sam's shape). This metaphor blocks an theory
that is rejected in all Austro-Gennan accounts of criteria according to which
Sam's amusement is standardly infetred.
his account . of

.
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or course. if I am to pasp IOJDCODC else's expe rience the n objectively speaking the gesture or
IOUIId bavc to be there and excite my eye and car e te. But it is an illusion ... to think that I
must tbcrcfore sec a bodily mCM:ment or iadecd a •foreign body« b e fo re I can undcJStand, on
the basis or this pcm:plion or a bodily IIICM:JIICIIl, e.g. or a raec distorted by laughter, some
oDe'S joy. Only when I Clped a case of maliJI&eriag or in the case or very strange modes of ex
pression, e.g. tbo&e of a foRip people or of strange animals, do I gtaSp t he bodily gestures
as sudl befon: their intcrpn:tatioa. The qualities, lines and forms that present themselves to
me an: not normally given to me in suc:b a way that I am lim awan: or them as symbols or a
body in motion (c.,. .aiscd, joined hands as sybols or a K.qucst); .ather, I immediately sec in
and lluough these qualities, lines and forms the »joycc, the »rcqucstcc. (Schclcr 1911,

146-147)19
•I noticed he was out or humour«. Is that a report about his behaviour or his state or mind? -·
Botb; not side-by-side, hoMver, but about the one via (dutell, through) the other. (Pi ll, v, er.
iv; z. 22:0, Z2S)

lt seems likely that there is no theory of aiteria behind Wiltgenstein's use of
this notion in the Blue Book (p. 24£.) and the Investigations (PI, §§ 78, 354-5; Z,
passim). Although, like many key Wittgensteinian concepts it has given rise to a
also to arguments about
whether it has any theoretical role to play (in Wittgenstein or in an anti-realist
number of theori es in which it has been applied and

theory or meaning).
It is, however, quite certaia

that the descriptive psychologists were in search
of a theory, as B iihler puts it: •A theory of crite ria must be constructed«. (Biih
ler 1930, 401; ftrst edition 1918) As Biihler was weD aware, elements of such a
theory bad been developed by earlier descriptive psychologists, in particular

Husser l (Biihler 1923, 290), under the heading of a theory or indices and m ot iv
ation (Anzeichen, Motivierun!JfZUSammenhiJnge ). 31
The •general schema« of a theory of criteria, writes Biihler, »will have to
contain the specific marks of the genesis of judgements, of the phenomena that
accompany them and of their effects«. (Biihler 1930, 401) The different types or
judgement for which a aiterial account is given, by Husserl, Biihler and Wittgen
stein are: judgements of memory, perceptual judgements and judgements about
the mental states of others.21
H usser� Biihler and Wittgenstein all agree on the following traits of the criteria}
re l ation: it is defeasible (LU I, § 3); it yields certainty (PI 11, 224);u it is not any
kind of logical relation (ibid., PI, § 183) because it is a context dependent rela
tion (LI I, § 2); it is not any kind of probabilistic relation (LI I, § 3; Z, § 554) ;
criteria can vary and even conflict (the example Husserl gives at LI I, § 3 is an ex
ample or what Wittgenste in was later to call a •symptom« rather than a criterion) .
On one further important point Biihler and Wittgenstein adopt a position different
from that of Husserl. In a sense of the word that has, notoriously, never been
made .quite clear, WittgCDstein talks or •defming criteria« (BB, 25; AWL. 28f.;
Z. § 438; RFM, 139) in contexts where he seems to claim that criteria contrib
ute to the sense of the related terms. The problem is to specify the nature of
this contribution without drawing on, for exam ple, a relation of logical conse
quence. Biihler, too, though familiar with Husserl's claim that indication falls
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short o f the strength of a logical relation (1929, 131-32) frequently argues that
aiterial conoexions do after all have the status of logical links (Biihler 1929,
132; 1930, 373); there are. he thinks, aiteria that are •sufficient« for that of
which they are criteria (Biihler 1930, 402). On one fmal point none of our three
criteriologists is consistent. Does the general distinction drawn above between
seeing and judging apply to our percepti on of others? Is Hans' seeing that Sam is
amused a judgement to the same effect or is it merely such as to be capable of
sustaining such a j udgement? Husserl draws the distinction clearly at Ll I, § 7
but like Biihler and Wi t tgensteio often forgets it. Linke, however, is surely right
to remind us that a ,happy' face can remain happy for me even though I know that
the person I am looking at is not really happy. (Linke 1929, 263)
A thorough-going distinction between non-conceptual seeing and judging has,
of course, a number of implications concerning the existence of »logical« links
between the terms of the aiterial relation.23 Husscrl's refusal to countenance
any dependence relation between Haos' perception of Sam (or his shape) and
his perception of Haos' aspect of amusement is perhaps due to the fact t hat he
has an alternative account at hand. The relation of motivation between indices
and what they indicate is not, he says, any sort of necessary relation (LU I, § 3).
What Hans sees is a complex whole, the parts of which arc dependent on another
qua parts of this whole.
(W)e feel the ronaexion romna itself upon us. .To lum mere coexiste nce into mutual perti
nence or, more pn:ciscly, to build cases or lbe fo rm er into intentional Wlitics or lhinp whic:h
seem mutually pertinent is lbe constant result or associative functioning. (LU I, § 4}
Of these and other such unities Husserl writes that they modify their parts and
bring about »a certain change of character« in them (LU VI, § 9). A direct con
sequence of this view is that the fact that Hans sees that Sam is amused does
not imply that Hans secs Sam. The first pe rcepti on contains only a modified
version of the latter. An analogous case is the assertion that Sam is happy,
which does Dol contain the assertion that Sam exists.3t Thus one of the premis

ses of the erroneous view that Hans infers to Sam's state oo the basis of an in
dependent perception of Sam is blocked.
Perception of the psychological aspects ·of others, like all continuous seeing of
aspects, involves Cusioo (cf. U VI, § 10), in particular of what is se nsory and of
what is not sensory. So, too, does a switch of aspects, but in such a case part of
what is normally indistinct because fused becomes distinct (d. RPP I, § '1:1).
Thus Hans becomes aware that this, which he had seen as a woman, he now sees as
a man. This is the vi ew of the descriptive psychologists working in the Brcot an
ian tradition, a view whose attraction Wittgenstein seems to have felt, a tempta
tion he tried to avoid:
Now, when l recop�ise my acqualntanc:c in a crowd, perhaps afler looking in his direction for
quite a while, is Ibis a 1pcc:ial sort of seeing? Is il a case of both seeing and thinking? or a
fusion of the two, as I shou!d almost like to say?
The question is: why does one want to say this? (Pi ll, ld, 197)
-
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Notes
•for CcsaR Musatti in bis 91st year.
•I imagine-seeing...• does DOl DOl mean •I imagine that I
on modific:atioa, cf. Mullipo
2

3

see

·-"i cf. Vendler 1984, eh Ill;

1987, f 6).

type of relation belwRn modes dear to the descrip
tive psychologists - the dependeDCC of occu m nt e motions on thought and perception - d.
RPP 11, f 1.53.
Biihlcr upiORS tbe parallels be lwRn bis accou nt of rule-awaRncss and Kent's theory of

Wittgcnstein does, hOM:Wr, accept o ne

the sc:bcmatism. (Biihler 1907, 342) In this c:onnexion it is interesting to note Cave ll 's use of

In his Willgcnstein commentary. (Cavell 1979, 77)
On Wi t tgenstei n and Kant's schematism sec also Bell 1987, § 7. - Mo.R premising than any

the notion of �pammatlc:al schematismu

parallel with Kant is Biibler's point that his account or rule awareness deals with t h e 1111 mc
probletns Husserl bad discussed in U wtder the head i ng of

..c:ategorial intuition« and points
of verification; a revision whose necessi ty l lusse rl
was la ter to CODCCCie (BUbler 1907, 340; Blihler discusses rule-awaRncss also at. Dilhler 1909,
1 16f.).
the way to a revision of Husserl's accoun t

4

noticing (Bemtrll.tn)

and auend.ing (Au{merken) in BRntano a nd

Here as elscwbere Wittgcnstein reduces and

assimilates the wriety of internal distinctions

On the taxonomies of

Wittgenstcin see MuUipo & Smith 1985.
5

and links - conceptual, ontological, psychological - described by the descriptive

to the level or

pmmar.

Mullipn

On the tluee-way

lions,

1989.

On dispositions

w

dislinction,

oa:umnces

sec

psychologists

Mei nong 1919; on this,

sec

lirst described by Meinong, bemen disposi·

Noillgelutein � L«tures 1932-JS, 19'19, 90ff.
the genesis or habits, dispositions and of
Aha experiences in terms or changes in the •real bases• u nde rlyi n g dispositions.
Mu l haU 1987 contains aa extended discuss i on of the relation betwee n the primary/
their bases and their manif'cstalions, see

Kraus (1927, 325) gives an interesting account or

6

secondary meaning distinction and seclna as.

7

a. Wiupnstein in this section
with

OD

James' »if

reeling«

and lhe poss ibility or

an

if-gesture

Biihler's amusing discussion of behaviour that is .wennisc:hoc or »dochigoc. (Diihler 1930,

41.5ff.) Melnong sugcsts at 1977,

29, 209, 4QS that tallr. about

if and but in\'Oives serondary

meaning. CDntrasl Ibis account with U VI, f 43, H 54-56. Unlike Hussc rl, Me inong

8

thinks

that logical form shows itself in

a

ity and meaning is set out at U

I, f 21; on the non-sensorial character of meaning, sec Ll I,

H 17-20.

a. Messe r

scc:onda ry 11ense. - Hussc rl's distinction between familiar

1928, 1112-104; Biihler 1908: •We can understand sentences without s11bsequently
any contents or .:onsciousness bound up with this "' awareness or

bein& able to mention

meaning is never completely exhausted by the YomtRungen one experiences and noticesoc

(115); Rcinacb 1982, aad on Rcinach the papen by Smith and M1111igan in Mulligan (cd)
1987. Notice that tbe wguc awareness of the the spbeR to which a word derives from th e
filet that concepts have a place (PIGiz) In concept tRCS - a fact strc:sscd by Hussc rl, Wittgcn·
stein (particularly in the first bal£ of the lnvtsligodlms) a nd Biibler, who speaks in this con
ncxion oC P�.

150
9

10

»&tkulungsblindhlil• and ..S��I�nblindMila occu r at Maulhner B�iaiigc

m

�ill er Kritik der

SprtJclre, Band I, 309, the former also occurs at Mach Erkennmis und /mum, 45, the taller in
the 5CCOnd chapter of James' Principles - as Scbulle ( 1987, 71- 72) points OUI.

A role first described by Acck in his monograph or 1935. (Acck 1935, 121; cC. Schnellc 1982,

2521'r.) Werlheimer (1920,

reprinted in 1925,

176, 180 aDd 1945) describes how UmulllM

I'IUig or rc-cc nleri.Dg and aspect switches arc oftea necessa ry in order to solve problems and
make infercnc:cs.

11

Tt:tminology:

The expression ..assimilative perception«, which has scholastic roots (Cam

panella), �ms to have been coined by W un� l,
association between

wbo used it m e re ly to describe simultaneous

like elements (Wundl 1893, 438ff). Uses of the tenn that

arc

closer to

the way it is used within the tradition of descriptive psychology arc to be found in Ward's

1893, 1894
fers

articles in Mind. Pcrhllps its first use within descriptive psychology, whe re it re

to a non-associative conc:cption or perception , is in Me inong 1888 (now in Mein ong

1969, GA l, 147). KOhle r uses the conc:cpt of »assimilation« e.g. at KOhler 1947, 219, 86-811.
Cf. also Musatti 1931. Wittgcastein
sion

uses

th e

term at LW I, § 712 in the course of a discus

of assimilated gestures. Willgcnslein's terms ..Aurrassc n « and .. oeulcn« are used by

Hussc rl and Linke. Hussc rl wri tes in the /nvcstigtJiions.

The same sensational contents arc •takca«

aow

in

this, and

aow

in th at manner (in the

first cditioa ol U Husscrl had wrillen •interpret•] - Whatever the origin of th e cspcri

conteats in prcscat in consciousness, it is coaecivable t hat the same sensational
coa ten ts should be present with a dirrering interpretation, in ot he r words that the
same contents should serve to ground percept ions of ditrercal objects. (1..1 V, § 14)
enced

One

of Linke's aims in Gnuulfragm der Wtlhmehmullgslehre is to restate Hussc rl's account
10 tbc tol:ODStanty hyputhesisco,

Of "interpretation« without appealing, 85 J lusserJ does here,

Wiugenst c in 's S)'Siemalic use of the tcnn »seeing as« seems to be peculiar to h i m. His use
�>Aspckla should not be confused with Meinong's use or the same word or Russell's

oC

»aspect«; in

these two

stein's •Aspekt«

cases

the word means

is, however, close in

Linke as Cor other heirs or Brcntano
- the status or abstract

someth ing like »Sensible profilea. Willgcn
for

meaning to the •Momente• or Linke, cxc:cpt that

•Momcntc• •-crc accorded a d cfmi te ontological status

particulars. or the

Gestalt phenomena, that ina ugu rat ed

two

major alternative conceptual

ilies aad that associated with the Berlin school, according to which
Wingenstein's talk

approaches eo

by Ebrc nfe ls according to which we sec Gestalt qual
we:

see

structured whales,

of see ing aspects resembles the former more than th e Ja i l e r.

(1987, S), the second by Schullc (1987, 86).

12

The first passage is quoted by Budd

13

It is perhaps worth pointing out that Wittgcnstein's polemical rcmarlts about psychology or
ten bear on just those points ou which the Berlin psychologist-philosophers differed from
their teachers and from t he ir contemporaries in Graz; I am t hin king in particular or t he

they deliberately

m udd ied

way

the sharp distinction betwc:ca descriptive and ge ne tic psychology

Cf. »Since psychological analysis in the Old seasc is impossible, SO lOO is pure
theory impossible; In order to give

must take the

psychological
an intelligible description of the entire s it uation one

stimuli into acco u nt, if one wants

10

esplain one must take into account the

domain of physioiOCY"' (KOhler 1920, 1 17, d. also t he closely argued Kollb 1922). Willgcu

stcin of course also thought that psychological analysis was impossible, but his grammar of

psychological

concepts very often merely reproduces in

a

simplified fashion the »CSSc n lialcc

15 1
-

laws a nd distinctions of descriptive psyrbology.

I am also thinking of t he Berlin psycholo

gists view of psychology as a •young science.. (Kahlcr 1933, 169) and of th eir pb,sicalism.

14
IS

Drunswik

1934, 228, cf. 93, 117, 13S, 141 and Diibler 1929, 131. Brunswik's criticisms

Mcinoog could not make this distinction since he toot seeing to be a judging. l lazay ( 1913)

is t he first explicit modifiation of Meinong's origi nal account or mental modes or attitudes

t ha t allows for this

QISC,

Hazay assumes that all seeing is seeing that and dassili es as fol

lows:

judging

+

yes/no

ass uming

+

yes/no

pe rcepti on

•

+

-

+

yes/no

On Dcnussi's deve lopment in this diR(tion ,

t i nguished between perceptual and

sec

cognitive

conviction
conviction

conviction

Stuccbi 1989. Hussc rfin LJ had already dis

»positing acts« and, u nli ke U37.ay, allowed

these to be ei t her simple or proposilional. a. also Evans 1982, 123.
16

Linkc

1929,

223. a. 2S9, 224, 239, 233; Linke points to the class of

hallucinations
17

arc set

out in the contelt of a crilmD/ thcol)' of perception.

as

Kandinsky pseudo

a counter-aamplc to the general thesis t h a t Vorstellungen arc subject to

the will.

The notion of an attitude or set was the focus fo r one of tbe mast important disagreements

about the nature of Gutollen . The Bertin School of Gestalt theol)' claimed that the sharp

distinction made

by the Grazer School be twee n sensol)'

objects

a nd

higher orde r

objects

such as anangcments of marks overlooked the fact tbal a sensory object is a sensory object
only with respect to the set or atti t ude of a percciver

(Koffka 1915, 33ff.; and on this see
differences between at titud es were not understood by the Berliner as
differe nces between p5Yrhological modes. Thus Koflka in his review or 1.inkc's book is
h appy to accept Linke's distinction between the sensol)' and the non-sensory components of
the object of an assimilative perception but not his d ist inct ion between t he corresponding
Smith 1988 , 38CC.). Yet

experiences. a. Wittgenstcin's discussio n of attitudes at Z, § 204ff.

18

The development of an account of criteria went hand in hand with the development of t he

and behaviour is not purely contingent, or as

view that that the link between mental states

Biih l er puts it, that lOde facto the experiential and the behavioural aspect arc indissolubly in

t ertwined

(UIIIlfheb/NJr
ll
verj1oc/tlm). A puzzle

if one wiU. b ut one that t he faciS present

us

with« (Biihler 1929, 101). a. HoRer 1897, § 78; HiiR er 1 930, § 4, § 21; KOhler 1933, 157 ;

Wcnheimcr 192S, 21; cr. Kiihler 1947, 236, an d Wittgcnstein LW I, § 584; PI, § 142, § 571.

19

20

The second edition of this aniclc (1915, reprin ted in GW, Bd. 3, 1972, refers to similarilies

between Schelcr'& claims and those developed in Wc n hc imer 1 912, cr. Scheler 1972,

278-280).

Blihler often uses »symptom« as a synonym

two

or »Criterion«,

noli ng only occasionally that the

concepts can be distinguished. His most systematic: account of criteria, in Biihler 1930,

H 29-31, is indebted to G. E. MiiUer's criteria) account of memocy.
21

O n criteria in simple sensory pe rce pt ion ,

cC. LU I, § 4, § 7; WWK; PhB;

Pi ll, viii; Drunswik

1934. On �teria and memory, cr. BUhler 1930, H 29-31; GaUingcr 1914 (a monograph inRu

cnccd by bath Hussc rt and MiiUer);

PI, t 56;

RPP I, § 684;

on

Wittgcnstein on memory, see

Schultc 1987, eh. 7. On the criteria for imagination sec Segal 1916, 3SOCf., 365, 409, a work by

a

Polish pupil of Biihler's.

Meinong's accou nt

or I>Cviden t supposilions .. in his 1886 t heory

152
or memory and elsewhere ia clD5Ciy n:loted to accounts or criteria giwn by o t h e r heirs or

Brcntano Sec 100 his discussion or I be principle that if nothing coni radicts
.

22

they an: ccnain at OA VI, 619.

Such a;rtainty, perceptual or judicativc. is for Hussc rl uniform. Willgenstein's official scc p ti·

cism about tile

uniformity or modcs lllld allitudcs is much less promi nen t when he describes

the ccnainty that allachcs to criteria.

23

my memories

On Husse rl's account or the relation

bci'IIIICCn perception

and

judpmcnt

sec

MuUipn

11.

Smith 1986. There arc inten:stlng similarities between H1155C rl's accounts of complex,
noo-judgemenlal seeing that and criteria and the posi tion Mc:Dowcll ollribulc:S to Wingcn

stein in McDowc:ll l982.
24

Wittgcnstein

mentions the »modified concept of sensing• t hat seei ng as involws at PI 11, xi,

209.- Husscrl's n:jcction of nccc:ssa ry relations bc:twcco indices IUid wha t they indicate

at

the

phenome118l levd is compatible with the view that the mrrc5p0nding concepts on: related to

one another iD non-contingent ways. Indeed one or the central theses of

get their senses from what wrifics

LU VI is that

scn·

them. On HIISSCrl's own premisses, therefore, it
would be plausible to asscn that e.g. ttpain« gets pan of its sense from its use in sentences
that arc wrified by perceptions of Sam's pain via, or tbrouJb perceptions or Sa m In this
c:onnexion it is wonb noticing t ha t Hussc rt, and in his wake Scbeler and Geiger, argued
against Brcntano that attnllutions or �bologi cal concepts both to oneself and to others
arc lhorou&ftly corrigible.
tenccs

.

